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EW probes of QCD media   
Light cone variables (Bjorken, Brodsky, Hoyer, ….) 

l 

l’ probe  

medium 
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Status before HERA  
1.  Partonic structure of hadrons 
2.  Establishing scaling violations 
3.  QCD as experimentally verified SU(3) theory od strong 

interactions (abelian.vs.non-abelian, gluon spin, etc…)  
4.  Filtering leading  from higher twist processes (SLAC E140) 
5.  Spin structure of protons    
6.  PDFs (from B-spine and histogram form to functional forms) 
Beginning of the 90-ties:  

 HERA looks at low x scattering in the 
perturbative QCD  regime 
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The preparatory steps  for the  low-x 
measurements at HERA  

1.  Detector upgrade(s) (HERA experiments were not 
optimized to addressed the low x physics) 

2.  Adequate measurement techniques (Brussels, Paris, 
Saclay (BPS) group) 

3.  Experimental control of radiative corrections (DESY 
radiative correction group) 

4.  Low-x specific QCD analysis tools (invitation to Krzysztof . 
Golec-Biernat to join the effort)  
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1991 – the H1 detector upgrade proposal:  
precision measurements in the low x region   

Low-x à significant energy loss  
and low angle scattering  

electron 

electron proton 
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HERA specificity - measurement techniques in 
presence of a large EM radiative corrections  

We want to measure  
dσ/dxdQ2) at a given (x,Q2) 

The knowledge of  
dσ/dxdQ2) over the 
 full x’>x is required,  
…in particular  in the  
region marked by the  
lines corresponding to  
collinear singularities 
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Krzysztof’s task    

Could HERA provide an evidence for the  partonic saturation (recombination) 
effects in the Q2-evolution of partonic densities (independently of the 
assumed form of partonic distributions at fixed Q0

2 scale)?  
What  measurements, detector and machine upgrades are necessary to 
achieve the requisite precision?  
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… and its impact …  
 

1.  Quantitative arguments for  extending  the measurement of the scattered 
electron down to lower angles (feedback on the H1 detector upgrade)  

2.  Importance of  independent  constrain on the gluon distribution coming from a 
precision measurement of FL(x,Q2) (feedback on the SPACAL 

       front-end  electronic design and on the HERA machine operation modes) 

3.   Importance of an extension of the HERA research programme: storage and  
     collisions of heavy and light ion beams with electrons  (gain the A1/3   factor in  
     the  transverse-plane density of partons)   
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The basic experimental question which 
remained  to be  answered in 1992:  
 
(conditioning the subsequent phenomenological development of low x physics)  

 
 

how fast  parton density rises 
in the low-x region? 
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1992 - Two independent …and competing data 
analyses  

Analysis by the ELAN group led by M. 
Klein and A.De Roeck, (published in 
Phys.Lett. B299, January 1993) indicated 
“almost flat” (MRS D0 -type) partonic  
densities for x à 0  (a fraction of the 
collected data) 

  

Analyse by the BPS group (presented for 
the first time to the H1 collaboration in 
December 1992) suggested a strong 
(MRS D-  like) rise of  partonic densities 
for for x à 0 (full collected data)  
 
 



Final verdict announced at the Durham 
workshop 21-26/03,1993 by Albert DeRoeck: 

 
MRS D- like rise of partonic densities at low x  

Result considered as important  
by the QCD community… 
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Towards a proposal of a  QCD-optimized  
research program at DESY (1993-1998) 

•  Final design of the SPACAL electronics to access the high y 
region by H1: e.g  for the precision measurement of FL(x,Q2)  

•  Proposal of the HERA upgrade (nuclear beams and accelerator upgrade  
      discussions at the Paris DIS workshop in 1995 and the  HERA 1996 workshop) 
 

•  Towards a  joint  European (DESY, GSI, NUPECC) QCD 
research program and its specialized facility at DESY  

    (Seeheim meeting 1997)  

 



The role of nuclear beams for the on-going 
HERA program (1996 surprize):  

Slide shown  at the closing 
session of the 1996 HERA  
workshop presenting the  
highlights of the nuclear 
option of the HERA future 
programme… 
   M.W.K,  DESY, 1996 HERA workshop 
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…selected two  points of the 
memorandum  to DESY directors: 
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A world-wide support for the initiative (an example): 
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The context of the 1997 Seeheim meeting 

•  Parallel to the HERA operation the European nuclear physics  
community (NuPECC) has been  searching for the next nuclear 
facility capable study  the physics of strongly interacting matter with 
electron probes 

•  GSI has been developing the ENC project  
•  NuPECC (in particular FRANCE) has been developing the concept 

of a high luminosity fixed target electron accelerator  for a CEBAF-
like programme  

•  DESY  has just proven -- contrary to initial expectations -- its 
capacity to address strong interaction physics with HERA  

•  The main question was if ( and how) these three projects could 
be combined into a joint European projects having as an 
ultimate goal a facility to  address the strong interaction 
physics in terms of quark and gluon degrees of freedom  
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F. Willeke 
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The main problem to reach a requisite luminosity at HERA 
(existing already for protons but significantly more severe 
for ions) to execute  the GSI,  ELFE and HERA  
experimental  programs:  
 
The emittance blow up in the chain of HERA  injectors:  
 Intra-beam scattering  and slow ramping time 
 
GSI interested in construction of the pre-injector chain for 
DESY: the estimated cost 25 MDM (e.g. a ~2% of the cost  
the high luminosity CERN-LHC upgrade) 
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How to merge the three proposals 
into a QCD research facility ? 
 

 M.W.K,  Seeheim talk  M.W.K,  Seeheim  talk 
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My main intransigent points: 

 
-  The DESY QCD programme must include a development of high intensity 

sources of both isoscalar ions (including deuterium) and the  highest Z ions, 
and their low emittance pre-injector(s)  

-  One of its detectors for must have a full 4π acceptance (allowing to detect all 
the fragments of the nucleus)  

-  The “HERA leg” of this programme requires a factor of  O(100)  increase of 
the collider luminosity : 

             -- statistics:  F2
c, F2

b, FL, EW, multidimensional studies 
             -- systematics: drastic reduction of  syst.  errors (e.g. x and Q2  
                scans at fixed theta as a unction of (En  Ee) 

-   RHIC was expected to start in 2000 and the LHC in 2006 –> the DESY QCD 
program --  capable to provide a  vital  input for the interpretation of the RHIC 
and the LHC data --  must start before (or soon after) RHIC and LHC  
became operational      
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Example:  The proposed future HERA QCD programme 
and  the Krzysztof’s and Mark’s saturation model   

1.  Test of z-independence of  
2.  Test of validity of r-rescaling 

formula for various thickness 
targets  

3.  Test of the assumed form of 
factorisation by varying the gluon 
density for a fixed virtual photon 
wave function and fixed x  

4.  Test of applicability of the 
proposed ansatz for peripheral 
collisions: (“nuclear versus 
nucleon Pomerons”)  

5. … 
 ...saturation with DGLAP: 

 …initial phenomenological version: 
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Two  important problems at DESY: 
 
 
•   difficult to reconcile between TESLA – and and a joint 

QCD facility at DESY à B.Wiik strategy 

•  The lepto-quark  an supersymmetry “ghosts”  at  HERA – 
strong  political push  by the H1 and ZEUS spokesman,  
physics coordinators and, finally, of the H1 and ZEUS 
collaboration members  for the small β*  magnet-insert 
programme (despite the experimental evidence, provided 
by the “Generic Searches” group -- based in Paris -- that 
the claimed  BSM signals are fake)  

 
    (efficient censorship of any discussions/presentation at DESY of both the  results of the  
      “generic searches group” and od the joint  DESY/GSI/NUPECC QCD initiative)   
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1999 – the end of a dream of the  
European QCD Facility at DESY    

-  B. Wiik’s unfortunate accident -- 
     TESLA project loses its momentum and is  finally abandoned  

-  An  unsuccessful trial of the nuclear option for HERA revival (1999 HERA 
workshop) 

-  GSI works towards a local FAIR PROJECT (low energy), 
     ELFE (e.g French) groups join the CEBAF program  

-  The electron-ion concept moves to US (thanks to a strong commitment to 
this project by Peter Paul – the BNL director) 

-  … and finally -- closing the HEP program at DESY couple of years 
later   
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The US reincarnation (end extension) 
of the project 

-  The first presentation of the BNL option of the eA collider at the 
MORIOND 1999  conference  

•   the project  baptised eRHIC, gets its momentum in the US  following  
the BNL (1999)), Yale (2000), and Snowmass (2001) workshops   

•  The first White Paper in  2002 …but NSAC decides to finance  FRIF  
•  Since then the e-A Collider designs have been greatly refined. 
•  The project became EIC -- two labs want to host it: TJNF and BNL 
•  A CHANCE TO FINANCE THIS PROJECT FOLLOWING THE 2016 

LONG TERM NSAC PLAN???   
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New initiatives 

1.  2005 – Proposal of a special collision mode at the LHC of electrons with 
protons and light ions (electrons accelerated and stored in LHC “on the 
shoulders” of heavy ions and colliding in the ATLAS and CMS collision 
points). 

2.  2009 - The LOI for DIS experiment at CERN with liquid Deuterium and 
Hydrogen targets and CERN muon beams - F.Dydak, M.W.K, R. Voss.  

3.   2012 – “Exploring confinement”  initiative (MWK)  with a new electron-
proton(ion) collider in the CERN SPS tunnel (playing also a role of a 
LHC-precision experimental support programme).  
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The ep(eA) collider in the SPS tunnel –  
           an optimal facility  to study the   
                     confinement phenomena     

The proton(ion) ring  

The electron ring  2.45 GeV ERLs 
(no bypasses necessary) 

 
6 vertically stacked recirculation 

passes in the arcs : 5.5, 10.4, 15.3, 
20.2, 25.1, 30.0 GeV 

 
ECM(ep/eA) = 14-230 GeV 

 
(covers the energy range of eRHIC, 
MEIC and ENC@FAIR, overlap with 
PIE@LHC 

 The UA1 cavern  

 The SPS tunnel  
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Closing remarks      

•  The experimental programme to study QCD media with EW probes is 
not yet finalized (a link to Krzysztof’s Santa Claus gift) leaving the validity 
of many models (e.g. the saturation models) as an open question  

•  If there is any use of recalling the past it is to try to  avoid  obvious errors 
which (the DESY case) led to closing of an experimental program in HEP 
in a big international laboratory. 

•  This lesson is worth considering  while formulating the  European 
Strategy in HEP  

•  The large scale project  such as  FCC, CLIC,  requiring    
     substantial investments, must be backed up by the complementary  
     “low cost”  accelerator projects opening new research domains  

•   Their  recognition and  founding must be assured to reduce the risk that   
      that the accelerator based HEP is not extinct if large scale projects are  
      not  financed in the future (the TESLA lesson). 
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Extra transparencies  
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QCD media – length scales  
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Existing and Future Facilities: 
TJNAF, EIC and  LHeC  

LHeC 

Region  
of  

interest 
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 …and the reality in 2000  - before restarting the 
HERA program with the mini beta inserts  
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The first   design of the « Bj's dream » 4π detector and its corresponding 

IR optics capable to measure  all the particles produced in ep (eA) collision  
( E. Barrelet, J. Chwastwski, M.W.Krasny – Yale and Snowmass workshop. 2000/2001  

and the 2002 eRHIC white paper)  
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